The sea surface salinity (SSS) displays fluctuations that are not solely in 7 response to local air-sea flux of freshwater, but also reflect ocean circulation and mixing 8 processes. Ponte and Vinogradova (2016) using Estimating the Circulation and Climate 9 of the Ocean output, estimate the relative roles of these forces for the global ocean. They 10 find that the governing forces vary greatly across ocean regimes. Their research identifies 11 features that will be addressed with enhanced SSS observations from orbiting satellites 12 and in situ global arrays, which promise new insight into the marine water cycle and its 13 place in the global hydrological system. 14
While there is satellite coverage of marine precipitation, with the Global 35 Precipitation Mission, the direct detection of SSS anomalies, which reflects a broader 36 range of air-sea and ocean factors, has been stymied by the lack of synoptic coverage. 37
Blurry views of salinity, built upon many decades of ship-based data, depict a 38 climatology that likely never exists at all points at the same time ( The global hydrological cycle in response to climate change is becoming more 49 intense. Durack and Wijffels (2010) show that in the past five decades, the salty regions 50 (e.g. the evaporation-dominant subtropical gyres) have become saltier and fresher regions 51 (e.g., the tropical and high-latitude precipitation-dominant regions) have become fresher; 52 the salinity contrast between the saltier Atlantic and fresher Pacific has also become 53 larger, which has implication to the global thermohaline ocean circulation. 54 2. Sea surface salinity governing processes: 55 56 SSS responds to the amount of water exchange between the atmosphere and 57 ocean: evaporation (E) and precipitation (P), as well as the formation and melting of sea 58 ice (sea ice having a salt content of ~20% of sea water). In this way SSS might be 59 thought of as a rain gauge, but this is an over-simplification. Under the influence of E-P 60 SSS would steadily increase or decrease were it not for compensating power of ocean 61 processes. Ocean processes involve horizontal and vertical advection, including wind 62 induced Ekman transport, the spreading of river runoff (R) and mixing by ocean eddies 63 and vertical diffusion, that result in net divergence or convergence of freshwater to offset 64 E-P. Air-sea exchange and the array of ocean processes achieve a quasi-steady state 65 condition. However, the balance is not perfect, resulting in SSS variability across a wide 66 range of spatial and temporal scales. 
